Radio wiring harness colors

This article explains how to identify car speaker wire colors when installing a car stereo. The
easiest way to wire in an aftermarket car stereo is to look at car stereo wiring diagrams for the
specific vehicle and head unit, but it's actually possible to get the job done without any labels,
adapters, or diagrams. Although there are exceptions to every rule, most aftermarket car
stereos use a standardized coloring scheme for the power, ground, antenna , and speaker
wires. If you have the pigtail that came with your aftermarket head unit, and it uses the standard
colors, then the wires will have the following purposes and colors:. If you find yourself with a
used car stereo that you want to install, and you have the pigtail that came with the head unit,
then it's usually just a process of checking the list above to see what each wire in the pigtail
needs to connect to. The reason that car stereo wiring harness adapters are so useful is that
while aftermarket car stereos have all the same inputs and outputs as the factory stereos that
they're designed to replace, those inputs and outputs aren't all in the same places. If you can
get your hands on the right car stereo wiring adapter, it vastly simplifies the installation
process. One end of the adapter plugs into the car stereo , the other end plugs into the wiring
harness that originally connected to the factory stereo, and that's all there is to it. The problem
is that while harness adapters are fairly inexpensive, and they're available for a wide variety of
car and head unit combinations, there really isn't any wiggle room in terms of compatibility. For
a head unit wiring harness to work, it needs to be specifically designed for both your vehicle
and your new head unit. If you can't figure out the specific model of a used head unit, then
you're better off identifying the purpose of each wire and just manually connecting everything
the right way. In that same vein, there is also a chance that there just isn't an adapter available
for any given combination of vehicle and head unit. While it is technically possible to install a
head unit without a wiring harness , it is a whole lot more complicated than the sort of basic
head unit installation process that most do-it-yourselfers are comfortable with. Jeremy
Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the creator of a popular blog and video game
startup. He also ghostwrites articles for numerous major trade publications. Facebook Twitter
LinkedIn. Updated on January 29, Christine Baker. Lifewire Tech Review Board Member.
Christine Baker is a marketing consultant with experience working for a variety of clients. Her
expertise includes social media, web development, and graphic design. Article reviewed on Mar
25, Tweet Share Email. The right-front speaker wires are gray, left-front speakers are white,
right-rear speakers are purple, and left-rear speakers are green. Ground wires are black,
antenna wires are blue, and amplifier wires are blue with a white stripe. Was this page helpful?
Thanks for letting us know! Email Address Sign up There was an error. Please try again. You're
in! Thanks for signing up. There was an error. Tell us why! More from Lifewire. The picture
below shows the wiring color codes for a CEA aftermarket radio harness that is included with
most radios. You Are essentially continuing the flow of an electrical circuit when your
connecting a wiring harness for your stereo. Crimp caps are pretty easy to find at your local
parts shop, even at your local car audio shop. Soldering is a bit more difficult, your using a
soldering iron that gets extremely hot to melt led free solder onto your wiring connection. I
promise this is easier than it sounds. Heres a quick video with a pretty in depth explanation of
wiring a harness. Pay attention to how neat he keeps his wires, this is important. Keeping your
wiring neat can help to kill the chance of wires shorting out. This wiring harness adapter that
you need is specific to the year, make and model of your vehicle. The cool thing is that it also
follows the same CEA wiring color codes that are shown in the picture above. So all you need to
do is to connect them by matching them color to color. However, there are a few pieces of
information you need to know in order to find out. You know them very wellâ€¦. They all have to
do with your vehicle and the options it may or may not have. If you answered yes to number 5
then you wont need a radio harness more than likely. Generally shops use a wiring harness to
install aftermarket radios assuming there is a harness on the market for that vehicle. If you
answered yes to number 4 then youll need a special harness that provides a low level signal to
your factory amplifier. You may not know you have an amplifier, or a factory subwoofer. If you
are looking to find a wiring harness for your specific vehicle, I recommend using this easy
vehicle fit-guide source. All you have to do is to enter your vehicle information and they show
you everything you need! If you have any questions you can contact us by sending us a
message on Facebook. Its pretty frequent that we get customers that have audio issues due to
factory amplifier or speaker mishaps that require an amp [â€¦]. We received this article from a
car audio fan and long time fan of 4AG. Car thieves will break into almost any [â€¦]. Home
recording studios have come a long way, and digital recording software is now powerful
enough to allow all musicians to make [â€¦]. A subwoofer is a speaker designed to play
low-frequency sounds, and is often responsible for the low thumping bass that can be [â€¦]. Are
Radio wiring Harnesses Easy To install? This article explains how to identify wiring using a
multimeter or simple light test. The other is only hot when the ignition key is on, which prevents

the radio from being left on after you've taken the key out. In cases where a vehicle has a third
power wire, it is used for a dimmer function that's tied to the headlights and the dash light
dimmer switch. The first power you'll want to check for is the constant 12V wire, so set your
multimeter to the appropriate scale, connect the ground lead to a known good ground, and
touch the other lead to each wire in the speaker wire. When you find one that shows
approximately 12V, you have found the constant 12V wire, which is also referred to as the
memory wire. Most aftermarket head units will use a yellow wire for this. After you have marked
that wire and set it aside, turn the ignition switch on, turn the headlights on, and turn the
dimmer switch - if equipped - all the way up. If you find two more wires that show approximately
12V, then turn the dimmer switch down and check again. Most aftermarket head units usually
use an orange wire or an orange wire with a white stripe for this. The wire that still shows 12V is
the accessory wire , which is usually red in aftermarket wiring harnesses. If only one wire ever
had power in this step, it is the accessory wire. With the power wires marked and out of the way,
you can move on to checking for the ground wire. If you can't locate the ground wire visually,
then the best way to locate the ground wire is with an ohmmeter. You just have to connect the
ohmmeter to a known good ground and then check each of the wires in the car stereo harness
for continuity. The one that shows continuity is your ground, and you can move on. Figuring out
the speaker wires can be a little more complicated. If the remaining wires are in pairs, where one
is a solid color and the other is the same color with a line, then each pair typically goes to the
same speaker. You can test this by connecting one wire in the pair to one end of your AA
battery and the other end to the other terminal. If you hear a sound come from one of the
speakers, then you have identified where those wires go, and you can repeat the process for the
other three pairs. In order to be absolutely certain, you have to actually look at the speaker
when you trigger it. If the cone appears to move inward, then you have the polarity reversed.
This is a longer process, but it works just the same. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is
tech writer and the creator of a popular blog and video game startup. He also ghostwrites
articles for numerous major trade publications. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn. Updated on
February 20, Jessica Kormos. Lifewire Tech Review Board Member. Jessica Kormos is a writer
and editor with 15 years' experience writing articles, copy, and UX content for Tecca. Article
reviewed on May 01, Tweet Share Email. What to Know Use an inexpensive multimeter to
identify wires. Was this page helpful? Thanks for letting us know! Email Address Sign up There
was an error. Please try again. You're in! Thanks for signing up. There was an error. Tell us why!
More from Lifewire. Find the Kia radio wiring diagram you need to install your car stereo and
save time. Scroll down and find the Kia wire guide you need. Every Kia stereo wiring diagram
contains information from other Kia owners. Khalid, as much as we would like to help you with
your Kia Picanto, we only have car alarm info about United States Domestic Market cars. Good
luck with your Kia Picanto stereo wiring diagram search. Alan, we suggest you install a car
auxiliary input adapter. This aux input adapter will allow you to input any portable music player,
mp3 player, Apple iPod or Apple iPhone into your factory stereo. This is the easiest and most
cost effective way to add an audio input into your factory radio directly rather than over the air.
Here is the adapter you will need:. Auxilary Input Adapter for Kia Sedona. Hope this helps. Good
luck with your Kia Sedona aux input adapter install. Need a wiring diagram for the radio in a Kia
Sedona. Trying to figure out how to add an Aux imput to use with my iPod or other MP3 player.
Mohd, as much as we would like to help you with your Kia Carnival, we only have information
about United States Domestic Market cars. Good luck with your Kia Carnival radio wiring
diagram search. Lisa, double check ALL your fuses using an Automotive Fuse Tester because
certain vehicles may have a wire tied into another circuit not labeled as car radio. You may have
additional fuse boxes by the driver side of the dash, passenger side of the dash, driver kick
panel, passenger kick panel, under the steering column or under the hood. If all of your fuses
are good, your Kia Spectra radio may be faulty. We suggest you take your car to an experienced
audio installer or mechanic and have them troubleshoot your problem. Good luck with your Kia
Spectra stereo troubleshooting. Hi, i just bought an aftermarket DVD navigation with rear
camera and i want to replace it with the one in my kia sorento, i need a wire diagram as to assist
me in setting it up. Thanks, alex. Guiherme, as much as we would like to help you with your
Brazilian Kia Sorento, we only have information about United States Domestic Market cars.
Good luck with your search. Hi guys, please I need your help. I need a brazilian kia sorento
stereo wiring diagram. I need Kia car stereo wiring diagram for Kia Sportage and the aux
adapter cable I would need to buy? Lauren, as much as we would like to help you with your Kia
Mentor, we only have information about United States Domestic Market cars. Thank you. Mark,
as much as we would like to help you with your Kia Carnival, we only have information about
United States Domestic Market cars. I need the wiring diagram for a Kia rondo. I want to add a
amplifier with some subwoofers. Much Thanks. Judi, you will need an automotive auxiliary input

adapter. This adapter will allow you to input any mp3 player or portable music player into your
factory radio. This is the easiest and most cost effective way to add an audio input into your
factory stereo. Aux Input Adapter for Kia Rondo. Good luck with your Kia Rondo aux input
adapter installation. I use a tape deck connection now and it sucks. Is there a way to connect it
to an adapter directly? Ozzy, as much as we would like to help you with your Kia Cerato, we
only have information about United States Domestic Market cars. Jeff, you will need an
automotive auxiliary input adapter. Aux Input Adapter for Kia Sorento. Good luck with your Kia
Sorento aux input adapter installation. Okay, this is gonna be a crazy one. I searched and
searched for what the heck this thing is. Hi There, Thanks for all the wonderful info on your site,
but can you please assist us with the wiring on the Kia Sportage. Thanks in advance! Hi, Hoping
you can help. Looking for a car stereo wiring diagram for a Kia Soul, with the upgraded audio
system. I need to identify left and right speakers so I can tap off to add signal to an add on
powered subwoofer. Thanks, Steve. As for the adapter to hook up an Apple iPod, here is the
adapter you will need:. Auxiliary Input Adapter for Kia Amanti. Good luck with your Kia Amanti
aux input adapter installation. Heidi, most late model vehicles do not have rca inputs to feed an
mp3 audio signal to your factory stereo. You would have to install automotive auxiliary input
adapter. An automotive auxiliary input adapter will allow you to input any mp3 player or portable
music player into your factory radio. Auxiliary Input Adapter for Kia Sorento. What info do I
need to find the answer? I would like to install a new bluetooth stereo into our Kia Sedona
myself. Also, if anyone has advice on how to make this an easy install, I would love to hear from
you. I am looking for a Kia Sedona car radio wiring diagram. I want to replace the factory radio
with another. Michael, unfortunately we only feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic
Market vehicles. Good luck on your wire diagram search. Trey, you may have mixed up the
battery constant and accessory switched wires. The battery constant always sends power to the
radio to save your radio stations and other audio settings. The accessory switched wire sends
power to your radio only when the key is in the ignition and your car is on. Check your wiring
and make sure the correct radio wires are hooked up to the correct wires on your factory
harness. Good luck with your radio installation. Hey yall i was changing out my old cd player for
a new one in a Kia Spectra, I connected all the wires but i can turn the cd player on without the
car running which will eventually drain my battery help please? I am looking for a wiring
diagram for a kia optima to install a aftermarket radio. Thank you for your assistance. Hi, I was
looking for a stereo wiring diagram for a Kia Sorento. Thanks, in advance. So I was wondering if
u guys can help by send me a diagram.. Thank u for ur time. Randy Young, radio security codes
are usually written in your car manual or given to you when you purchase the vehicle. Your
email address will not be published. Skip to content. Kia Radio Stereo Wiring Diagrams. The
best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us.
Copyright by ModifiedLife. In this article, I will explain in detail how to identify aftermarket? Car
Stereo Wire Colors and attach them properly. If you have recently bought a new car stereo and
now planning to install it, then this article is for you. Many fellows get confused when it comes
to identifying car stereo wires properly by their colors. So let us start by identifying different
colors of car stereo wires. And the list goes on, so I have decided to make a chart for this. It is
essential to understand the color code for car stereo wires if you are planning to install an
aftermarket car stereo at home. If you mess up with the wires, it can lead to short circuit
resulting in damaging the entire circuit. Carefully read the whole article and then also check
with the instruction manual that came with the new car stereo. This is a dedicated chart for? Car
Stereo Wire Colors. Now, this sequence is followed in the majority of car stereos, still, I
recommend that you should carefully read the instructions manual. Here is the? Understanding
car stereo wire colors are essential if you are adding a new car stereo by yourself. You do not
want to end up screwing the entire electric setup. Now all these different color represent
something and it should be added or placed at the required port. I have already mentioned
above in car stereo wire colors chart about the identification and feature of every wire. I hope
after reading this detailed article on? Car Stereo Wire Colors, now you will have a better
understanding of how things work with car stereo wires. You can always contact me if you have
any question related to car audio accessories, I will not only answer you, but I will publish a
detailed article on your question.? Team- Stereo Authority. Contents 1 Car Stereo Wire Colors 1.
Related Articles. Facebook Twitter WhatsApp Telegram. Car Stereo Wire? Right Front? Front
Speakers. Left Front -. Light Green? Right Front -. Dark Green? Rear Speakers. Rear Deck. Left
Rear -. Dark Blue? Right Rear -. Light Blue? Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of pioneer radio
wiring diagram colors. A wiring diagram is a streamlined traditional photographic depiction of
an electrical circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as streamlined forms, and also the power
and signal connections between the tools. A wiring diagram usually provides information
regarding the loved one setting and also arrangement of gadgets as well as terminals on the

tools, to help in structure or servicing the device. A pictorial representation would show much
more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram uses an extra symbolic notation to
stress affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is usually made use of to fix problems as
well as to earn sure that the connections have been made which every little thing exists. Variety
of pioneer radio wiring diagram colors. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A first look at a circuit diagram could be complex, but
if you can read a train map, you could check out schematics. The objective is the same:
obtaining from factor A to aim B. Literally, a circuit is the course that enables electrical power to
circulation. Voltage: Determined in volts V , voltage is the pressure or force of power. This is
typically supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains electricity, the electrical outlets in
your home run at V. Electrical outlets in other nations run at a various voltage, which is why you
need a converter when taking a trip. Existing: Existing is the flow of power, or even more
specifically, the circulation of electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps , as well as could just
move when a voltage supply is attached. Resistance: Gauged in Ohms R or O , resistance
defines exactly how easily electrons can move through a material. Products such as gold or
copper, are called conductors, as they easily enable flow of activity low resistance. Plastic,
timber, and air are examples of insulators, inhibiting the movement of electrons high resistance.
DC Direct Present. DC is a constant circulation of current in one direction. DC could stream not
simply via conductors, but semi-conductors, insulators, and also also a vacuum. AC Alternating
Present. In Air Conditioner, the flow of existing periodically rotates in between two instructions,
usually forming a sine wave. The regularity of Air Conditioner is measured in Hertz Hz , and also
is usually 60 Hz for power in household and business purposes. Finishing an electrical design
degree and also after that getting a work in the area suggests you will see a lot a whole lot a
whole lot of these schematics. It s crucial to recognize exactly what is going on with these.
Whenever you establish your certain area of electric design, you may see more complicated
representations and icons. You ll discover also that different countries make use of different
icons. Find the Jeep radio wiring diagram you need to install your car stereo and save time.
Scroll down and find the Jeep wire guide you need. Every Jeep stereo wiring diagram contains
information from other Jeep owners. Many thanksâ€¦. I am trying to install a aftermarket radio in
my jeep grand cherokee laredo with nav so i need the wire diagram for the radio. Greg, as much
as we would like to assist you, most of the radio wire info listed on our website is submitted by
our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep Wrangler wiring but
hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to help you
out. Olivia, as much as we would like to help you, most of the stereo wiring information listed on
our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep
Wagoneer wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community
would be able to post a reply and assist you. I need the wiring diagram for a jeep grand
cherokee with the infinity system. Stereo and amp Wiring diagram for a grand Cherokee 5. Juan,
as much as we would like to help you, most of the car radio wiring information listed on our
website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep
Wrangler stereo wire but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community
would be able to chime in and help you. Ryan, as much as we would like to help you, most of
the car audio wire information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do
not have any information on the Jeep Liberty radio wiring but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and assist you. Matt, as
much as we would like to help you, most of the radio wire information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep Liberty Sport
stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would
be able to chime in and help you. I am looking for a factory Infinity system wiring diagram for a
Jeep Liberty Sport. RES radio. Factory Subwoofer. Please help! Martin, as much as we would
like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring information listed on our website is provided by
our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep Patriot Sport stereo wiring
but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to
chime in and assist you. Hey can i get a stereo wiring diagram for a jeep grand cherokee limited,
with infinity sound. I really need a wiring diagram for the factory amp in my Jeep Commander.
Can anyone help? Joe, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any
information on the Jeep Patriot stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our Modified Life
community would be able to chime in and help you out. I have been looking everywhere for a
jeep patriot wiring color diagram. Please tell me that you have this. You would be my hero.
Thank You. The truck was broken into and the have cut the wires prior to the factory harness.
Everywhere i look is the wrong color codes. Need color codes to reactivate the factory amp as

well THank you! Thanks so much. I need to know how to bypass the infinity amp under the rear
passenger seat. Or can I just splice the in wires to the out wires, and if so, which are which?
Shane, it is possible to keep your steering wheel controls while using an aftermarket stereo.
You will need a steering wheel control adapter to keep your factory steering wheel controls:. If
you have never installed car audio before, we advise you to take your car to an experienced
mobile audio installer. Hope this helps. Good luck with your steering wheel adapter installation.
I would like a wire color code diagram for a jeep cherokee. I have everything hooked up excpet
the wires. If you could help me out, that would be appriciated. GI needs help. No sound need
wiring color code of factory amp so I know which wire that will turn the factory amp on. Thank
you. I am try to install a Pioneer avic f90bt in a jeep commander. The factory radio is just the
single disk stock speakers no controls on the s. I need jeep wrangler radio wiring diagram with
factory sub Thank you so much. Infinity system. Thanks for your time. This version is for a
factory 6-speaker system having 2-subwoofers and an amplifier under the back seat. Do you
have a diagram for a Jeep Compass. My son gave me his stock radio and I want to install it in
my Wrangler. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Jeep Radio Stereo
Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be
published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. You might be a specialist that intends to look
for recommendations or resolve existing issues. Or you are a pupil, or perhaps even you that
simply wish to know concerning Pioneer Stereo Wiring Color Codes. Whatever you are, we
attempt to bring the web content that matches exactly what you are seeking. You may originate
from an online search engine, after that discover this web site. This subject is a lot of
individuals looking on the net, for that reason we gather pictures from different dependable
resources and comprehend in their area. The outcomes of the gathering are uploaded on this
site. Below are several of the leading illustrations we receive from different sources, we really
hope these photos will certainly be useful to you, and with any luck extremely relevant to just
what you want regarding the Pioneer Stereo Wiring Color Codes is. This photo we have filtered
from great generate the very best photo, yet just what do you assume? We wish to make a site
valuable for many individuals. If the picture above is not very clear, please click the photo you
want to expand, then you will certainly be required to one more web page to display a more
clear as well as larger photo, you will certainly likewise be presented info from gambvar. At the
end of this internet site there is additionally a Pioneer Stereo Wiring Color Codes photo gallery,
if the image above is not enough for you. Tags: jeep pioneer stereo wiring color codes pioneer
car stereo wiring colour codes pioneer radio wiring color codes pioneer radio wiring harness
color code pioneer stereo wiring color codes pioneer stereo wiring color codes diagram. Toggle
navigation. Pioneer Stereo Wiring Color Codes , 4. Vw Buggy Engine. Skip to main content of
results for "pioneer wiring harness color code". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter
results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Lowest
price in 30 days. FREE Shipping. In stock on March 8, Only 6 left in stock - order soon. Get it as
soon as Wed, Mar Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact
us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
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Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main search results. Eligible
for Free Shipping. Customer Review. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Get it as soon
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